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Choreography

I move, the city moves, the Earth as an ecological entity moves, space
moves. I never come back in my life-time in the universal scale of
movement. Organisms are constructing various relations to their

as

moving relations. My life is in permanent motional tangle of perceived,

INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

of contemporary dance. In the early years of
the position of a choreographer as a reader
-

is an invitation for further discussions about

practice. I understand both verbs ‘to read’ and

a

reading practice

bodily processes instead of separate completed
esthetic alertness and bodily responsiveness to
tivities in the making sense of the sense of the

inventing, creating and making dance-steps,
bodily states and dance-moves to be composed
on a proscenium stage i.e. to make repeatamovements and composes them as ‘phrases’.
ous circumstances as repeatable dance-objects
of the ‘piece’. This kind of production-based
approach and cultural professionalism in the

and process movement and its dis/organization

mastered in order to produce dance. I found

dance-notation. Historical moment of combining movement, place and printed symbol to
Foster 2011, p. 17

2
singular composed static becomes beautifully

dispersed and re-formed, regulated, controlled

in. Dance-pieces as rehearsed, produced and
repeated/repeatable human-centered artistic
dis/organization of the movement understood

-

the realm of contemporary dance production.
ities of the notion of choreography as a read-

concept of movement that has prevailed since

and its movements is not referring to a sense
is no longer understood as composing of a linear coherent unity but as processing of simultaneous incoherent multiplicity. Choreography

the human motivation to master the outside
Choreography as practice no longer operates
only as a human formal order or superimposiine socio-ecological systems and structures in

escapes the logic and practice of construction.
Parviainen 2006, pp. 15-26

nological applications and to perceive move-

human artistic activity can be thought of as a
the interpretation of the surrounding move-

directed prevails, but the art of choreography
make sense and comprehension out of these

forces of the human actions and movements.
The human body is in movements and motions

various systems and apparatuses. Choreograreography, choreographic art and choreographic thinking.

choreography is understood as a dis/organization of the movements.

movement, I call reading.

Movement is thought and conceptualized by
various contemporary philosophers as a pro-

the material and social conditions of human
movements more than movements accomthetic in its core and here choreography as a
reading practice can be thought of as a strategy to recognize choreographies that form
the mobile planet in many levels and scales,

The idea of mastering the movement as a startout of it (Noë 2004 pp. 75-79, Johnson 2007 pp. 19-32, Manning 2009 pp. 13-28

some of their movements go beyond of my lifetime. It seems that some of these bodies, for

nomenon. I perceive movement through lived
dom in the lives of kinetic elite and the ones

order to comprehend or make meanings, I can
(Kotef, 2015, pp. 1–26, Sheller & Urry, 2006
inertia is just a perceptual illusion. (Coole & Frost
-

2010, 1–36

I move. The material circumstances perceived
movements, but instead I am in various con1
When it comes to
the dance-notation
and reading and
writing –practices
it would be worth to
take a closer look
at their relations
through translation-studies. There
is no space enough
now to go into this
interesting area.

Historically to emphasize choreography as
mology. The development, purpose and aim of
spective. But the notation is also something to
1 To
think of choreography as a reading practice can

ous cars accelerating and braking, robust forms
of the buildings, a seagull randomly spiraling
over the crossroads, the temporality of the
on my skin, breezy air in my nose, variations
edge of standing on earth’s surface moving in
space and sense of grounding gravity pulling
me onto the tectonic plate come together in

multiple simultaneous movement-informa-

movement that is in focus here is relational,
as such it does not have a clear beginning or
end. My interest is in the movement that operates through coupling the individual human
body to the larger moving bodies. This means
that as a choreographer I do not aim to master the movement in the sense of possessing it
in order to dance. That is one of the reasons
lating is processual and virtual. It can take
various material forms in various disciplinary
areas. I have let go of the idea that a choreography functions as a construction of, or for,
human-accomplished movements and instead
tional movements are continuously formed,

the surrounding and environment. Thus the

of movement. My purpose is not to develop
the idea of reading understood as decoding
printed symbols but to understand reading as
sory perception and interpretation of the surthe surrounding movement in this embodied
decoding, the multi-sensorial input, and pro-

possibilities. These possibilities can be pro-

2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x4DhYAT-Feg
(accessed 14.2.2016)
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body and movement could have multiple
ering the practice of choreography as reading
invite choreographers and colleagues to dis-

linguistic comprehension of the traces that the
human-centered construction to the chorerounding movements that form the conditions
movement of the eyes is needed to perform
further developments.
reader mean in contemporary choreography
simultaneously unfolding multidirectional
movements I can think of choreography as a

the human centered perspective is displaced

place to my body in the surrounding movement-mesh (Ingold 2011, pp. 63-65, Morton 2010, pp. 29-38.
the help of environmental philosophy, human
geography, ecology, geology, astronomy, bioltary technological applications as an ultimate

-

choreographic art contributes to the thinking
of our place on this planet. Reading happens
through lived recognition of movement patterns and through parsing them in relation to

be called a choreographer needs, develops and
ography be re-named in the art-academies for

pretation of the social-material situatedness of
the body.
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